Probe position dependence of DNA dynamics: comparison of the time-resolved Stokes shift of groove-bound to base-stacked probes.
Time-resolved fluorescence Stokes shift dynamics of a fluorescent probe, 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), inside the minor groove of the DNA is measured over five decades in time spans from 100 fs to 10 ns. Two different techniques, fluorescence up-conversion and time correlated single photon counting, are combined to obtain the time-resolved emission spectra of DAPI in DNA over the entire five decades in time. Having the dynamics of groove-bound DAPI in DNA measured over such a broad time window, we are able to convincingly compare our data to earlier time-resolved fluorescence results of a base-stacked probe that replaces a DNA base pair. Results show that the dynamics measured with either the groove-bound or the base-stacked probe are similar in the time span of 100 fs to approximately 100 ps but differ substantially from approximately 100 ps to 10 ns. Our present data also help to reconcile the previously reported molecular dynamics simulation results and provide important clues that the groove-bound water molecules inside DNA are mainly responsible for the slow dynamics seen in native DNA.